FOREWORD
Hello, intrepid LARPer! The book you're holding contains a full copy of “Time Travel Review Board,” a
horde LARP from Alleged Entertainment.
When Susan and Vito originally decided to write this game, it was as an entry for the LARPA Small
Games Contest in 2008. Jaelen and I came onto the team to help out with the writing. Because we
were writing it as an entry for the LARPA Small Games Contest, we had a very tight deadline to meet.
Additionally, we'd committed to doing a beta test run a month before the deadline. All this added up
to us having to fnish the game in about half our usual timeframe.
We ended up on a very regular meeting schedule – meetings every other week at Vito and Susan's
house. The meetings were generally short but kept to a fied plan: have dinner, read all the material
that had been written in the past two weeks out loud, fgure out new assignments, schedule the neit
meeting, go to J.P. Licks for ice cream.
There were a few design decisions that went into this game that, I think, made it what it is:
Brainstorm-and-cut. The original work for this game, by design, included too much material to ft.
We then cherry-picked out the best parts and wrote a game based on those. On the plus side, that
means that there's a lot of good material in here. The downside of writing that way is that as a result,
the game ends up less unifed around a particular plot or theme.
Spiritual sequel. Years ago, Susan and Vito wrote a game called “City Council of Hounds' Teeth.”
It's a horde LARP in a very similar style to this, but with a fantasy RPG setting. From the get-go, we
knew that we wanted to write the time traveling version of that game, which helped set the tone and
shape the characters.
Board games. Anyone familiar with “Chrononauts” can't miss the parallels here. The timeline wall is
very reminiscent of the Chrononauts board. What's not as obvious, but equally important, is that the
timeline GM's mechanics are heavily infuenced by an old board game called “Tales of the Arabian
Nights,” which has a gigantic book of numbered passages that are meant to be read based on board
events.
Beta tested. Many of the things in the game, such as Hullen's Rules of Order, and the fact that
Ichabod can change characters, are based specifcally on requests from players after our beta run.
We had a lot of fun writing “Time Travel Review Board.” I hope you'll have as much fun running it!

- Nat Budin
November 2008

CONTENT WARNINGS
We suggest (at least) the following content warnings when running this game:
Adolf Hitler, Nazis, racism, sexism, comedic treatment of historical atrocities, possible apocalypse.
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INTRODUCTION
In the early 22nd century, practical time travel was discovered. Not invented, discovered.
Employees of Oak Brook Technology Group report hearing a loud noise from behind a wall, in an
underground room they did not previously realize existed. When they managed to tunnel through the
wall, they found themselves in a secret laboratory of which no record existed. In it, they found a
working time machine, along with a manual for how to operate it.
The United Nations Security Council, realizing the massively destructive potential of this innovation,
quickly formed an agreement between the world's superpowers that limited the technology's use.
Each of the Security Council's permanent member states would convene an annual committee to
review proposals for time trips. These committees would have sole regulatory oversight over all time
travel to be performed in their respective countries.
In the United States, the National Science Foundation convened a Time Travel Review Board (TTRB)
to fulfill this role.

RUNNING THIS GAME
This is a horde LARP. That means that the players will be split up into two groups: cast and horde
members. Cast members will be given characters at the start of the game and will stay as that
character (with some exceptions) throughout the whole game. Horde members will cycle in and out
of the game, quickly switching between small roles handed to them by GMs.
In this particular game, cast members make up the Time Travel Review Board, and horde members
are mostly applicants for permission to travel through time.
We recommend using a team of three GMs working together with specific roles designated for each
of them. You'll need a floor GM, a timeline GM, and a horde GM. We've written separate manuals for
each GM in the pages that follow.
You may find it helpful to add a fourth GM to the team, to aid inter-GM communication and run pieces
of paper around as needed. Adding a fifth GM would probably be superfluous. It is also theoretically
possible to consider running the game with two GMs instead of three, combining the roles of the
timline GM and the horde GM, but this should probably be reserved for teams that have already run
this game once before and know the mechanics well.

SHOPPING AND PRINTING
These are the "standard office supply" items you'll need to run this game. We assume you have this stuff
already.
● Enough paper and toner to print this entire PDF (color isn't necessary but can improve the
appearance of some pages)
● Masking tape
● At least 80 US #10 envelopes
● At least 2 pens or pencils
Here's a list of all the additional things you'll need to run this game, along with estimated prices. Estimated
prices are from Staples and Walgreens, but any similar chain stores should do.
3 sheets of blank 22x28" posterboard ($2 for a 3-pack at Staples)
2 plastic letter trays ($3 for a 2-pack at Staples)
15 pennies ($0.15, unless something has gone horribly wrong)
A flashlight and batteries for it ($2.29 for the flashlight at Staples, $3.99 for the batteries at
Walgreens because Staples only sells large quantities of batteries)
● Colored sticky dots, a.k.a. "color coding labels", in at least 3 colors ($2.79 at Staples)
● A box of small, individual foodstuffs - cookies, clementines, candy, etc. - but not pickles - for
the
X!Pickle vendor to sell ($0.99 for a box of generic cookies at Walgreens)
●
●
●
●

That's a grand total of $15.21. There are also some optional items that will add to the game, but which aren't
strictly necessary:
● Some assorted clothing bits for the costume seller to try to pawn off
● Fake money (such as from Monopoly) for the moneychangers
● Small notebooks and pens for the reporters
● An Elvis wig and/or a Hitler mustache (for you-know-who)
● Other assorted props and/or clothing for horde players to grab
OK, now that you have all the things you need, you'll need to print this game. To do that, just print one copy of
this entire PDF. At the start of each section of the book, you'll see a page that looks like this:

Just go through the book in order and follow the instructions on each of these pages.

HELLO, FLOOR GM
Of the GM team, you have the most "traditional LARP GM"-like role. It's your job to perform several
duties:
Answer player questions during the game
Supervise the game area to ensure that things are going well
Put up and announce new timeline pages and footnotes
Make triggered game space changes
Intervene if players try to cheat (for example, by using the time machine without board
approval)
● Run combat
● Swap Elvis/Hitler characters
● Anything else that might come up
●
●
●
●
●

THE TIME MACHINE
The time machine is fairly simple to run: basically, you need to have an application for time travel
submitted in advance in order to use it, and the board needs to vote to approve your application
before the time machine will turn on for you. This is all DNA-locked, so no cheating is possible.
Applications for time travel are special horde character sheets. They say "APPLICATION FOR TIME
TRAVEL" across the top and look like a government form.
The only person who can use the time machine without an application is Steve Okazaki. He is the
inventor of time travel. However, he still needs board approval before the machine will turn on for
him. You'll know who Steve is, because he will be carrying a character sheet that says "Steve
Okazaki." :)

COMBAT
"Time Travel Review Board" includes a fully feshed-out, GM-driven LARP combat mechanic. It is
very simple:
● To declare combat, a player must shout "COMBAT!"
● As soon as they do that, the police guards who are watching the room will drag them
away and beat them. (Please don't actually drag your players away physically.)

TIMELINE CHANGES
Sooner or later (probably sooner and later), some idiot is going to change history. When this
happens, the timeline GM will hand you a new bit of the timeline to tape up. Usually, this will
supersede an existing event on the same year. Don't take down the existing one, just tape this one
over it. Later, that will make it easy to see which ones have changed.
When you make a change to the timeline, announce it to everyone. Wait for a break in the
conversation, and loudly and clearly read the text on the new event or footnote.
At some point in the game, you might also have to change the sponsorship logo at the bottom of the
timeline (it starts as Sony, but can fip to Toshiba). The timeline GM will tell you if that needs to
happen.

TRIGGERS
Sometimes, the timeline GM will call you over and say something like "Trigger 22." Those timeline
GMs sure are cryptic, aren't they?
Here's what you do for each trigger number.
(35) Isobel becomes Ichabod. Change the placard and inform the player that the character is
now a man again.
(84) Flicker the lights in the room briefy.
(85) Announce that the timeline display briefy fashes to "ERROR: TIMELINE NOT FOUND",
and then returns to normal.
(86) Ichabod becomes Isobel. Change the placard and inform the player that the character is
now a woman.
(89) Ichabod/Isobel becomes Catholic. This happens if the Catholics have an unusually good
go at history. Tell the player to start using the Catholic character sheet.
(90) Ichabod/Isobel becomes Protestant. This happens if the Protestants have an unusually
good go at history. Tell the player to start using their Protestant character sheet (the one
they started off using).
(91) Ichabod/Isobel becomes Greco-Roman Catholic. This happens if the Greek gods have
an unusually good go at history. Tell the player to start using their Greco-Roman
character sheet.
(92) Ichabod/Isobel becomes Norse-American Protestant. This happens if the Norse gods
have an unusually good go at history. Tell the player to start using their Norse-American
character sheet.

SWAPPING ELVIS/HITLER CHARACTERS
The cast member who starts the game as "Daniel Presley" will be changing characters quite a bit. He
will probably fgure this out on his own, because he gets fve character sheets, each of which asserts
that it is the real character sheet.
There are fve characters he can be throughout the game, depending on how the timeline is changed:
●
●
●
●
●

Daniel Presley (who is actually Elvis)
Adolf Schmidt (actually Hitler)
Adolf Werden (an alternate version of Hitler who is an artist)
Erwin Hitler (an alternate version of Hitler who is an anti-Nazi politician)
Franz Hitler (an alternate version of Hitler who is both anti-Nazi and an artist)

You'll have four alternate placards for this character. When the character changes, give the player
the new placard and take away the old one. Hold onto it, because it might fip back.

By the way, there are two separate behind-the-scenes variables at play here, which the timeline GM
is keeping track of: whether it is Elvis or Hitler who is currently in the game, and which version of
Hitler is in the timeline. Because these are tracked independently, it's possible for the player to switch
from Hitler to Elvis, then switch back to a different version of Hitler than he was before, because the
version of Hitler might have been changed while the player was playing Elvis.

HELLO, HORDE GM
Every good horde LARP needs a good horde GM! This manual will take you through the basics of
how to run horde in this game.
The horde should have a separate staging area from the main game space. This staging area should
have a small table for the horde character sheets. Each sheet should be in an envelope which is
labeled with the number of players it requires (almost always 1) and with the gender of said player(s)
(M for male, F for female, N for neutral/can be played as either gender). The sheets are kept in a pile
(plus some specialized piles as described below) at the back of the table, and spread out in batches
of 10-12 at a time on the front of the table for the horde players to take. Some characters also require
extra labels; those will be explained below.
The basic job of the horde GM is to keep the horde table full of 10-12 sheets and to answer any
questions the horde players might have. Most of the characters can be placed out in random order.
Because of the pivotal role he plays in getting Elvis/Hitler started, though, Mark Adamson should be
included in the first set of horde characters that are available at game start.
Additionally, the following special cases must be kept track of:

CHARACTER GROUPS
As mentioned above, most characters go in their own envelope and are simply labeled "1M", "1F", or
"1N". There are certain characters for whom this is not true. They are listed below. In the interest of
spreading these evenly through the game, no more than one of these should be available at any time.
The simplest way to handle this is to make a separate pile for these characters, and replace them
separately from the other characters.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Reporters - 2N
Harold Rather / Sally Brady - these should be placed in the same envelope - 1M & 1F
Time Police Saga - 2M
The Hitler Troupe - 1M & 1F
Protesters (Con) - 2-5N
Protesters (Pro) - 2-5N
Moneychangers - 2N

TRIGGERED CHARACTERS
There are a few characters who should not be made available unless the board takes certain actions.
It is the responsibility of the timeline GM to keep track of when these actions are taken and inform the
horde GM to make said characters available. The simplest way to handle this is to write the trigger
number that activates each character on the outside of the envelope (in addition to the standard
player count and gender). That way, the timeline GM can simply tell the horde GM "Trigger 27," at
which point the horde GM can bring the envelope labeled "t27" into play.
The triggered characters and their trigger numbers are as follows:
●
●
●
●

Jane/James Wilkes - t27
Sue/Sam Wilkes - t28
Jake Hensman - t43
Adam Marcus - t83

TRACKED CHARACTERS
There are a few cases where two characters should be given to the same player. These are called
"tracked" characters. The simplest way to handle this is to place a colored sticker on the outside of
the envelope and another one inside. Have the player who takes the first character in any track place
said sticker on his or her person in a location that you can see. Then place a third sticker of that color
on the table in front of you, to remind yourself that that track is active. For the second character, do
not place it out on the table, but instead give it directly to the person who has the sticker. The tracks
are listed below, in no particular order. Feel free to use the colors specified or whatever other colors
are convenient.
● Red track
○ Jane/James Wilkes and Sue/Sam Wilkes
● Blue track
○ Jake Hensman and Ya'akov Tarngolet
● Green track
○ Mark Adamson and Adam Marcus
Note that all three tracks contain triggered characters as well. This is not a problem. The triggered
characters simply do not become available until their triggers occur. This means that, if some or all of
the relevant triggers do not occur, one or more tracks might not ever play out fully, which is a perfectly
acceptable scenario. The point of tracks is not to make sure both characters are played, but only to
make sure that if they are both played, they go to the same person.

ENDGAME CHARACTERS
Rivka Sturluson and the Stevicans are contingency characters, and should not be made available
until endgame, as follows:
Five minutes before the end of game, go to the timeline GM and get the current values of the
apocalypse track (track A) and the Steve track (track S). Then perform the following actions:
● If the apocalypse track is at 30:
○ Discard Rivka and the Stevicans.
○ Wait five minutes.
○ Tell the floor GM to get ready to replace 2104 with the alternate "End of Time" timeline item.
○ You are now playing Mr. Sturluson's employee.
■ Take the flashlight.
■ Go into the game room and turn off the lights.
■ (This is when the floor GM will switch the timeline item.)
■ Turn on the flashlight and place it under your chin, and announce in a loud, clear voice
"Welcome to Sturluson's Concession Stand at the End of the Universe! May I take your
order?" Make it clear from your tone of voice (or by explicitly stating it if necessary) that
this indicates the end of game.
● If the apocalypse track is below 30:
○ Find the Stevicans envelope.
■ Open it, take out the sheet, and write down the value of the Steve track in the blank
space.
○ Grab the next female horde player and send her in as Rivka.
■ Give her 2-3 minutes.
○ Grab the next 5 horde players (or less than 5 if you're waiting for longer than 2-3 minutes)
and prepare them to go in as the Stevicans.
■ Once they're ready, turn off the lights and wait for a few moments, then send them in.
■ Turn the lights back on.
■ The Stevicans should end the game.

STEVE OKAZAKI
This player is secretly a cast character, even though they look like a horde player to everyone else.
Here's how it works: find someone who you trust to be a strong roleplayer and who is good at ignoring
information they have but their character doesn't. Tell them they'll be playing a character who's going
to show up about every twenty minutes and stay for up to five minutes. Don't tell them anything else.
Then give them the character snippets at the listed times. If they are not accepted, after 5 minutes,
they scream in pain and disappear (only to reappear later with a new snippet). After they get accepted
or disappear they can play horde characters until Steve shows up again.
Here's what's actually going on: Steve Okazaki invented time travel, and promptly attempted to travel
FORWARD into the future. This was a very bad idea. The timestream reacted to his presence by
saying to itself "What's this? He's not supposed to exist here yet. I'll shunt him back a bit at a time
until he gets somewhere he's supposed to be." Unfortunately, this shunting process is very painful,
and will eventually kill him. If he uses the time machine to travel backwards, bypassing that shunt, it'll
hurt a lot less. Note that if he ever attempts to travel to some destination other than the appropriate
one, the timestream will reject that and shunt him through time back to where it wants him, so if that
does happen, he'll still keep playing as normal.
What this means is that, subjectively to the character (although not the player, obviously), the game
actually happens in the reverse order. The player probably won't figure that out right away; that's ok,
the time jumps are messing with the character's memory, so however it's played, it will make sense.
Give him the first snippet before game start, and tell him he can read it now, but should not act on it
until you bring him in, which should be one of the first things that happens after the board gets settled.
Then when Steve enters, stage him in the corner of the room behind some furniture as described,
and let the board know (if they ask) that they never actually saw him enter the room.
Steve's snippets should be given according to the following schedule:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

At game start
15-20 minutes into the game
40-45 minutes into the game
1:05-1:15 into the game
1:45-1:55 into the game

HELLO, TIMELINE GM
As you can probably surmise from the title of this game, this is a time travel LARP. With this fact
comes a certain amount of complexity - so much so that many GMs regard time travel as a LARP nono. Characters in this game will be changing history with impunity, and widespread chaos will result.
We've developed a system of mechanics to help you keep track of what's going on in the timeline.
These mechanics will be explained below.

THE TIMELINE
The timeline is a highly player-visible mechanic that allows players to see the current state of history
at any time. It consists of four eras:
●
●
●
●

Ancient: 1441 BCE - 1491 CE
Middle: 1492 - 1899
Modern: 1900 - 2020
Space Age: 2020 - present

Within each era, there are both major events and historical footnotes. Major events are represented
by full letter-size sheets of paper, and historical footnotes are represented by long strips of paper.
Throughout the remainder of this manual, we're going to use the following notation to refer to timeline
events and footnotes: a simple year, such as 1441 BCE, or 1920, refers to a timeline event. A year
preceded by a letter F, such as F1977, refers to a footnote.
Of course, since this is a time travel game, the timeline can change. In fact, practically every event
and footnote on the timeline can be altered by players. We've provided multiple versions of each
timeline event and footnote - the header pages later in this book give more detail on how to organize
them.

VARIABLES
Sometimes, the players will change the timeline without knowing the full effects of their decision
(heck, who are we kidding - they'll pretty much do that every time). Although each change has a
visible, immediate effect on the timeline, some of them also have hidden effects that can come into
play later on. This is what variables are for.
For example, making Troy win the Trojan War will cause an increase in WP (Women Power). Enough
increases in this variable will cause a woman to become president in 1968. However, simply causing
Troy to win will not do so by itself.

The first game board is used for keeping track of two fairly complex items: the character who starts as
Daniel Presley (but can become four different versions of Hitler at various points in the game), and
the 1968 presidential election (where both the race and gender of the president can be changed).
Two of the variables on the first board - Hitler's personality and the identity of the president in 1968 have a grid of possible states based on two axes. In general this should be pretty self-explanatory
from the trigger descriptions. For both of these, every space that can be landed on triggers a change
in the game of some sort.
The other variable - labeled "WHO?" - simply keeps track of whether the Elvis/Hitler character is Elvis
or Hitler at the moment. There's only one version of Elvis he can be, but there are four different
versions of Hitler, which is why the Hitler personality is tracked separately. It's possible for Hitler to
change personalities while the character is Elvis, so that if he switches back to being Hitler, he'll be a
different Hitler than he was before.
The second game board is refreshingly simple. It keeps track of an array of simple numeric variables
which, at their extremes, change the course of history:
●
●
●
●
●
●

S - number of important Steves in history
GF - favorability of guns in the United States
ST - relative influence of Sony vs. Toshiba
WP - women's power
BP - black power
N - favorability of Ralph Nader

Each of these variables starts on the dotted circle on its respective track, and moves left or right as its
value changes.
The third game board is used for tracking two complex variables: C, which represents the power of
the Catholic church, and A, which tracks the coming of the temporal apocalypse. The variable C is
governed by what looks like a complex equation, but this formula is relatively easy to understand:


C=



C' - a simple numeric variable track like the ones on the second board
PLUS

PA - the effect of the Pope assassination in 1981

TIMES

TF - 1 to begin with, but 2 if the Third Secret of the Fatima is revealed in
1960

Essentially, the Pope assassination event has double the effect it would normally have if its outcome
is prophesied by the Fatima. The formula is also written down on the game board for reference.
A is a unique type track: it snakes around the board, following the black line. There are 30 spaces on
the A track. The penny mostly moves towards the end of the track - pretty much whenever history is
changed - but can sometimes move backwards. If by chance you get an A-1 trigger (move the penny
backwards) when the penny can't move backwards any more, simply ignore it. Similarly, if you get an
A+1 trigger when the penny is already at the end of the track, simply ignore that one too. Also very
important: once the penny reaches the end of the track, it cannot move backwards anymore.

TRIGGERS
On the back of your GM screen there will be a list of "triggers" with numbers. Triggers can be
activated in two ways:
● Applications for time travel being accepted or rejected
● Pennies on the game board moving onto a numbered space
Time travel applications (which serve double duty as horde character sheets) have a grey section in
the upper right corner that says "FOR TTRB USE ONLY". Underneath this are spaces labeled
"Tracking #A" and "Tracking #R". These spaces are for your use - they'll tell you what numbered
trigger will activate when the application is accepted (Tracking #A), or rejected (Tracking #R).
When a penny on the game board moves onto a numbered black space, the trigger with that number
activates. Some tracks also have a numbered white space to the left of the numbered black space;
the white space activates only if the penny is coming from the direction of the black space . (In other
words, the trigger on the white space undoes the change the black space made.)
Triggers are written in a compact format using some special abbreviations.
instructions you might see in a trigger are:

Some examples of


X+1 add 1 to the variable X (move the penny to the right on the X track)

X-1 subtract 2 from the variable X (move the penny 2 spaces to the left on the X
track)

X=0 set variable X to value 0 (move the penny to 0 column on the X track)

1441 BCE flips to "Six Commandments" - tell the floor GM to remove the existing
1444 BCE event from the timeline and tape up the one called "Six Commandments" in its
place

F1325 flips to "Aztecs Found Stevitlan" - tell the floor GM to remove the existing
1325 footnote from the timeline and tape up the one called "Aztecs Found Stevitlan" in its
place

Add F1340 - "Button conventions" - tell the floor GM to simply tape up the 1340
footnote called "Button Conventions" without removing anything

Remove F1834 - tell the floor GM to remove the 1834 footnote from the timeline without
adding anything in its place

Elvis-Hitler toggle - move the "WHO?" penny on game board 1 to the opposite of what
it currently is. Have the floor GM change the Elvis/Hitler cast member's identity as
appropriate.

Hitler = Artist - move the "HOW?" penny on game board 1 to the "Artist" row, keeping it
on the same column it's currently on.

Hitler = Nazi - move the "HOW?" penny on game board 1 to the "Nazi" column, keeping
it on the same row it's currently on.

Hitler switch - we have just changed to a different version of Hitler. If the Elvis/Hitler
cast member is currently Hitler (rather than Elvis), have the floor GM change his cast
member's identity as appropriate. If not, don't do anything yet - the change will take effect
next time we get an Elvis-Hitler toggle.

Sponsorship changes to Toshiba - tell the floor GM to change the "Sony" sign under
the timeline (if you are using it) to "Toshiba".

Sponsorship changes to Sony - tell the floor GM to change the "Toshiba" sign under
the timeline (if you are using it) back to "Sony".

Tell the horde GM - tell the horde GM the trigger number that has just activated. This
will let them know that they can bring out a particular character now.

Tell the floor GM - tell the floor GM the trigger number that has just activated. This will
let them know to change something in the game space.

GAME BRIEFING
At the start of game, read the following script to the players.
Hello everyone, and welcome to "Time Travel Review Board!" Before we begin, I just want to go over
a few things you should know about.
First, a history lesson. Behind me on this wall is a display containing the major events in recorded
human history.
Read through the major events quickly, but skip the footnotes.
Now, let me explain a few things about how time travel works. This is the only place in North America
that you can take time trips from. The US Government controls this time machine, and they don't let
just anyone travel through time. The time machine is programmed weeks in advance, which is why
you have to have an application submitted in advance in order to use the time machine. Also, the
government has programmed the time machine with DNA samples coded to your citizen IDs, so it is
literally impossible to activate the time machine unless the board approves your application,
and you are the person listed on it.
Memory is a funny thing when traveling through time. I don't want to get too technical, but there are
an infinite number of possible universes that exist in parallel, branching off each other like a great
tree. If you change history, you may create a different branch of the tree. When you do that,
everyone who saw you travel through time jumps onto your branch. The practical upshot is that if
you're in the room when a time trip occurs, you'll remember it having happened. If you don't
witness a time trip, you'll simply think that things were always that way.
Finally, I'd like to introduce your time travel review board. Board members, stand up.
Quickly introduce each of the board members by name. Mention that Jennifer Hullen is the chairwoman of the
board.
A couple other things we should mention: there's no formal money system in this game, but you can
assume that unless you have an in-character reason to think otherwise, you have money on you and
can spend it.
It's also worth noting that this game takes place in a guarded government facility. For that reason, our
combat mechanic is very simple. If you want to enter combat with another character, loudly and
clearly shout "COMBAT!", and then wait for the armed guards to drag you away and beat you.
Good luck, everyone!
Take the horde members outside for their additional briefing.

HORDE BRIEFING
While this is going on, the board can interact in character or whatever it is bureaucrats do to amuse
themselves.
This is the horde table. As you can see, we've got a bunch of envelopes on it. These are the
currently available horde characters.
The envelopes are labeled with numeric codes, such as "1M." That means that inside the envelope
there is one male character. F means female, and N means neutral. Sometimes, you'll see
envelopes that say, for example, "2-5N." That envelope contains a group of characters. Feel free to
take it but hang back and wait for more horde people to free up so they can join your group.
A few of the envelopes have codes like "t47" on them. Don't worry about those, they're for GM
purposes.
You might also receive an envelope with a colored sticker on it. There will be another colored sticker
inside the envelope. Put that sticker on your shirt. What this means is that you've been temporarily
placed on a character track. At some point later in the game, you might get given a character
envelope with that color of sticker on it, which will be the next character in the track. This isn't
necessarily guaranteed to happen, but it might. Don't take off the sticker until the horde GM tells you
to.
Have fun!
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(23)
Remove F1834
F1865 flip to "Allce In Wonderland A Major
Floi"
A+1

(1)
WP+1
A+1
1184 BCE flip to "Troy Wlnp Trojan War"
Ichabod flip to Greco-Roman

(25)
F1850 flip to "Great Exiectatlonp Wrltten
About Steve"
S+1
A+1

(2)
1441 BCE flip to "Slx Commandmentp"
1983 flip to "Second Amendment Revokeed"
GF-1
BP+1
A+1

(26)
F1938 deleted
1960 flip to "Some Boy Band Formed"
Remove F1969
A+1

(3)
1333 BCE flip to "Klng Stevewllllamp"
S+1
A+1

(27)
1954 flip to "1954a - Elvlp Appapplnated"
F1956 flip to "Contemiorary Clapplcal Muplc
Becomep Poiular"
Elvlp-Hltler toggle
A+1
Tell the horde GM

(4)
3 BCE flip to "Stevup of Nazaareth"
S+1
A+1
(5)
1003 flip to "Lelf Erlcpon Colonlzaep US"
1969 flip to "Cáiac Yuianqul Walkep nn
Moon"
A+1
Ichabod flip to Norpe

(28)
1954 flip to "1954b - Elvlp Appappln
Appapplnated"
F1956 revertp backe to "Rocke and Roll Muplc
Becomep Poiular"
Elvlp-Hltler toggle
A+1
Tell the horde GM

(7)
F1288 flip to "Scottlph iarllament allowp
women to iroiope to men"
WP+1
A+1

(29)
1954 flip to "1954c - Elvlp Kllled In Shootout"
F1956 flip to "Contemiorary Clapplcal Muplc
Becomep Poiular"
Elvlp-Hltler toggle
A+1

(8)
F1325 flip to "Azatecp Found Stevltlan"
S+1
A+1
Ichabod flip to Norpe

(32)
F1960 flip to "Thlrd Fatlma Releaped"
TF=2
A+1

(9)
Add F1340 - "Button conventlonp"
WP+1
A+1

(33)

1492 flip to "Jewp nverthrow Sialn"
C-1
A+1

(34)

1517 flip to "Rlchard Stevenp Nallp 95 Thepep
to Church Door"
S+1
A+1

(35)

1962 flip to "Nuclear War!"
N+1
A+1

(12)

F1963 flip to "Steihen Hawkelng Cured!"
1996 flip to "AIDS Vacclne Develoied"
A+1

(13)

Tell the foor GM
Flli 1968 to male
A-1

(14)
1534 flip to "1529 - Henry VIII Granted
Annulment"
C+1
A+1
(15)
1605 flip to "Guniowder Plot Succeedp"
Add F1613 - "Shakeepieare'p lapt ilay"
GF+1
C-1
A+1
(19)
F1791 flip to "2nd Amendment unamblguouply
favorp lndlvldual gun ownerphli"
GF+1
A+1
(20)
F1791 flip to "2nd Amendment unamblguouply
irohlbltp lndlvldual gun ownerphli"
GF-1
A+1
(21)
F1795 flip to "Dauihln Epcaiep"
1814 flip to "Loulp XVII Appumep French
Throne"
A+1

(36)
Flli 1968 to female
A+1
(37)
Flli 1968 to blacke
A+1
(38)
Flli 1968 to whlte
A-1
(40)
F1974 flip to "TSR Goep nut of Buplnepp"
1983 flip to "Satanlc Blble Wlnp nver Teenp"
C+1
A+1
(41)
F1977 flip to "Cat Stevenp Convertp to
Evangellcallpm"
S+1
A+1
(42)
1978 flip to "Betamax Beatp Backe VHS"
ST+1
A+1

(72)
(43)
1981 flip to "1981a - Poie John Paul II
Appapplnated"
PA=-1
A+1
Tell the horde GM
(44)
1981 flip to "1981b - Poie John Paul II
Mlraculouply Survlvep Appapplnatlon Attemit"
PA=1
A+1
(47)
1989 flip to "Ufa Traln Dlpapter Klllp 645 ln
Ruppla"
N-1
A+1
(48)
F1992 flip to "AHRA Kllled In Commlttee"
ST+1
A+1
(49)
F1994 flip to "Sony Recallp PlayStatlon"
ST-1
A+1
(52)
F1995 flip to "Yltzahake Rabln Nearly Kllled In
Appapplnatlon Attemit"
1997 flip to "State of Paleptlne Eptabllphed"
A+1
(55)
F1999 flip to "Sony Savep The World From
Y2K Dlpapter"
ST+1
A+1
(56) - Trlggered by N threphold
2000 flip to "Ralih Nader Elected U.S.
Prepldent"
(57) - Trlggered by GF threphold
2001 flip to "9/11 Attacke Deralled"
(58)
F2008 flip to "Sony Announcep End of BluRay Productlon"
ST-1
A+1
(59)
2073 flip to "Flrpt Martlan Colony A Succepp"
A+1
(60)
F1830 flip to "Corn Syrui Introduced"
1920 flip to "Corn Syrui Dlpapter"
WP-1
A+1
(61)
F1909 flip to "Hltler Acceited by Academy of
Flne Artp Vlenna"
Hltler = Artlpt
A+1
(64)
2025 flip to "Cryogenlcp Comep to Llfe!"
2040 flip to "Revlvlfed Tuiac Amaru Shakeur
Elected US Prepldent!"
A+1
(66)
2043 flip to "Kopher Plg Deptroyed!"
2068 flip to "Yet Another Kennedy"
C+1
A+1
(67)
2052 flip to "Allenp Contact Canada!"
2064 flip to "Illegal Immlgratlon"
A+1
(68)
2061 flip to "AlRobot Revolutlon!"
2079 flip to "Free AlRobotptan Technocracy
Recognlzaed"
ST-1
A+1

F1807 flip to "Marla Schlckelgruber Commltp
Sulclde"
Hltler = Nlce
A+1
(73) [Polltlclan, Nlce]
1945 flip to "1945a - Görlng Caitured"
Hltler pwltch
(74) [Artlpt, Nazal]
1945 flip to "1945b - Nuremberg Trlalp"
Hltler pwltch
(75) [Artlpt, Nlce]
1945 flip to "1945c - Nuremberg Trlalp"
Hltler pwltch
(76) [Male, Whlte]
1968 revertp to "1968 - Rlchard Nlxon Elected"
(77) [Female, Whlte]
1968 flip to "1968b - Jackele Kennedy Elected"
(78) [Male, Blacke]
1968 flip to "1968a - Dr. Martln Luther Klng,
Jr. Elected"
(79) [Female, Blacke]
1968 flip to "1968c - Ropa Parkep Elected"
(80) [Polltlclan, Nazal]
1945 flip to "1945 - Nuremburg Trlalp"
Hltler Swltch
A+1
(81)
F1807 flip to "Marla Schlckelgruber Glvep
Blrth"
Hltler = Nazal
A+1
(82)
F1909 flip to "Hltler Rejected by Academy of
Flne Artp Vlenna"
Hltler = Polltlclan
A-1
(83)
Tell the horde GM
(84)
Tell the foor GM
(85)
Tell the foor GM
(86)
Tell the foor GM
(87)
Sionporphli changep to Tophlba
(88)
Sionporphli changep to Sony
(89)
Tell the foor GM
(90)
Tell the foor GM
(91)
F2015 flip to “Jerry Sirlnger Comep Allve”
A+1
(92)
2022 flip to “The Great Twltter Warp”
A+1
(93)
If pent backe wlthout heli: A-1
If pent backe wlth heli: Add F1973: “Undercover
Brother Franclp”
(94)
Ichabod flip to Greco-Roman

THE STORY SO FAR
In the early 22nd century, practical time travel was discovered. Not invented, discovered.
Employees of Oak Brook Technology Group report hearing a loud noise from behind a wall, in an
underground room they did not previously realize existed. When they managed to tunnel through the
wall, they found themselves in a secret laboratory of which no record existed. In it, they found a
working time machine, along with a manual for how to operate it.
The United Nations Security Council, realizing the massively destructive potential of this innovation,
quickly formed an agreement between the world's superpowers that limited the technology's use.
Each of the Security Council's permanent member states would convene an annual committee to
review proposals for time trips. These committees would have sole regulatory oversight over all time
travel to be performed in their respective countries.
In the United States, the National Science Foundation convened a Time Travel Review Board (TTRB)
to fulfll this role.

WELCOME TO THE 22ND CENTURY
Congratulations, you've been appointed to the Time Travel Review Board! That means you get to sit
here and vote to approve or reject applicants for time travel projects.
You haven't had a chance to sit and read through all the applications yet, but you think someone is
bringing a copy of them for the board. Anyway, nobody can use the time machine without approval
from the board.
The members of the Time Travel Review Board are:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Dr. Jennifer Hullen, a temporal psychologist. Dr. Hullen is the chairwoman of the board.
Dr. Steven Stevenson, an applied historian
Snorri Sturluson, a businessman
Leah Norris, a historian
Ichabod Hayward, an ethicist
Daniel Presley, who is Elvis Presley. He likes to pretend he's not, and you all humor
him.

COMBAT
To declare combat, shout "COMBAT!" The armed guards will then drag you away and beat you.

HULLEN'S RULES OF ORDER
1. Each applicant will receive one minute to state their case.
2. The board may then ask the applicant questions.
3. At any time during the questioning, any board member may call for a vote. If the motion is
seconded, the board will vote on the application.
4. Votes will be conducted by thumb. Board members may either vote thumbs up, thumbs down,
or no thumbs (put out your fst).
5. If the number of "thumbs up" votes exceeds the number of "thumbs down" votes, the
application is approved.
6. If the number of "thumbs up" votes equals the number of "thumbs down" votes, the vote of the
chairperson is used as a tiebreaker.
7. Applicants waiting to see the board may converse quietly with each other. If applicants get
rowdy or loud, the chairperson may shush them politely.
a) Offcial shushings shall be enforced by the armed guards.
8. The board shall not be mean to the applicants, for that might make them cry.
a) There's nothing worse than a crying time traveler.
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WELCOME TO THE HORDE
You are a horde member. That means that you'll be playing a wide variety of small roles throughout the game.
We've set up a table from which you can pick up mini-character sheets. Some of the types of character sheets
you might see are:

● Regular mini-character sheets. These you should just play as written, until you feel like that's been
enough of that.

● Group character sheets. These are for a group of horde members to play as a cohesive unit. Often,
they'll contain actual scripted actions for you to do.

● Applications for time travel. Congratulations, you're going on a time trip! That is, if you can get
approval from the board.
You might not be entirely truthful about your time trip. If that's the case, the "stated purpose" section of
the sheet contains what you've told everyone you're doing. The "for your notes" section contains
additional information only you know.
Some of the horde character sheets are gender-neutral. Usually these will have two different names (for
example, one might say "John/Joan Cusack"). Just use the name that's appropriate for your gender.
It goes without saying, but please try to be a nice player. If your character is insane and self-destructive (not
that we would ever write such a character...), know that you're going to end up self-destructing rather than
trying to "win" the scenario. Also, while waiting to speak to the board, you can interact in character quietly, but
please let the board do their jobs. Unless, of course, your character is supposed to disturb the board...
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The United Nations Security Council, realizing the massively destructive potential of this innovation, quickly
formed an agreement between the world's superpowers that limited the technology's use.
Each of the Security Council's permanent member states would convene an annual committee to review
proposals for time trips. These committees would have sole regulatory oversight over all time travel to be
performed in their respective countries.
In the United States, the National Science Foundation convened a Time Travel Review Board (TTRB) to fulfill
this role.

WELCOME TO THE HORDE
You are a horde member. That means that you'll be playing a wide variety of small roles throughout the game.
We've set up a table from which you can pick up mini-character sheets. Some of the types of character sheets
you might see are:

● Regular mini-character sheets. These you should just play as written, until you feel like that's been
enough of that.

● Group character sheets. These are for a group of horde members to play as a cohesive unit. Often,
they'll contain actual scripted actions for you to do.

● Applications for time travel. Congratulations, you're going on a time trip! That is, if you can get
approval from the board.
You might not be entirely truthful about your time trip. If that's the case, the "stated purpose" section of
the sheet contains what you've told everyone you're doing. The "for your notes" section contains
additional information only you know.
Some of the horde character sheets are gender-neutral. Usually these will have two different names (for
example, one might say "John/Joan Cusack"). Just use the name that's appropriate for your gender.
It goes without saying, but please try to be a nice player. If your character is insane and self-destructive (not
that we would ever write such a character...), know that you're going to end up self-destructing rather than
trying to "win" the scenario. Also, while waiting to speak to the board, you can interact in character quietly, but
please let the board do their jobs. Unless, of course, your character is supposed to disturb the board...
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